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Abstract

In order to meet the need for sustainable
transition, it is vital for the general public
to be aware of the social and ecological
interconnectedness within existential climate
crisis, local sustainable development, and urban
individual’s behavioral patterns. As a method to
rebuild interconnectedness, this thesis explores
design interventions for fostering actionoriented awareness towards sustainable transition.
Jumping out from the current paradigm, it tries
to connect the audience to alternative conceptual
representations. An integrated theoretical model
built around a local contextualized issue is proposed
in the thesis, followed by a practice-based case
project focusing on Rhode Island Squid Fishery
as a proof-of-concept. The model consists of three
layers of design interventions: Design as narrative,
catalyst and engagement. As the designer and first
case practitioner, I have been creating: The visual
mapping of the RI squid network; Invisible Skin, a
garment made from squid fish waste; and Gladius,
the kitchen utensil for at-home squid processing.
Through this holistic approach, I want to provide
an alternative perspective from the field of art and
design, reversing negative, disempowered public
impression on the environmental crisis.
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Detail: Processed dry squid skin
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Preface

HOW MIGHT WE BE AWARE OF
‘INTERCONNECTEDNESS’, AND HOW MIGHT SUCH
AWARENESS HELP URBAN COMMUNITIES BETTER
TRANSFER INTO SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLES?

8

HOW CAN ART AND DESIGN USE CONCEPTUAL
METAPHOR TO COMMUNICATE ENVIRONMENTAL
AND SUSTAINABLE ISSUES?
HOW CAN DESIGN INTERVENTIONS ADAPT TO
DIFFERENT CONTEXTS? WHAT IS THE VALUE OF A
DESIGN-DRIVEN PROCESS?

9

The three questions mainly lead my design research and practice. It is always
my interest in understanding nature-human relationships and transitiondesign towards sustainability. Considering myself as a multidisciplinary
designer and researcher with a background in mechanical engineering and
industrial design, I’ve found my previous traditional human-centered problemsolving design practices ineffective in communicating the climate crisis and
promoting sustainable development. Throughout my master studies in the
design discipline, I see the radical need for an awareness-based transition, that
being able to care, self-educate and take actions relies on a sustained awareness
incubation, with a strong emphasis on the sense of ‘interconnectedness’
between nature and individual belongings. I’ve been trying to push forward
interdisciplinary collaboration on sustainable development by art and designdriven practice in my previous two years of graduate study at RISD. Based on
feedback from stakeholders and practitioners, I see such an approach different
from the conventional linear problem-solving design process and potentially
effective for taming existential complexities such as climate change. Thus
my thesis strives to study, research, develop, and practice the holistic, multiperspective design approach to evoke positive perceptions on, and eventually,
the desirability of the transition towards mindful sustainability.

Research

Between Climate
Change and
Sustainable
Development

Between Climate Change and Sustainable Development
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“I live at Regency Plaza. It literally takes
me only 5 minutes to cross the highway
and buy a pistachio ice-cream sandwich
at Tricycle, which is right at the edge of
Federal Hill. But I only went there twice
in the past 2 years even though the ice
cream is the best-ever in Providence. ”

Interstate 95, the highway built directly
through the city of Providence, Rhode Island,
slices the main city landscape into two, cutting
off the downtown area from Federal Hill and the
South Side. The objective of I 95, was initially
to ease and speed access to downtown, divide
neighborhoods from each other, penetrate and
somehow act as a force to clean up blighted areas,
reduce sprawl and decentralization and revitalize
cities in general (Drum). It is a resounding success
in urban planning in the 1960s, as the Rhode
Island economy fared well with greater access to
industry and shopping malls, and construction
of the Highway also created jobs. However in the
present date, for non-driving individuals, I 95
acts as both visual and cognitive canyon by simply
making people believe that Federal Hill is a distant
suburb area in Providence, even though crossing
the overpass bridge is a 2 minutes walk.
There is an I 95 in our head. Using the I 95
Highway as a conceptual metaphor, I want to talk
about the relationship between climate change and
sustainable development, and the difficulties of
shifting mindset towards near-future sustainable
transition.
The relationship between sustainable
development and climate change is dual. On the
one hand, climate change influences key natural
and human living conditions and thereby also the
basis for social and economic development, while
on the other hand, society’s priorities on sustainable
development influence both the greenhouse gas
emissions that are causing climate change and the
vulnerability (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change). It’s a non-linear intricate causal relation,
lacking the short-term, measurable parameters - the
same reason that many sustainable developments

are hard to operate, as well as environmental
research projects could not get well-funded. Unlike
a responding mechanism or a loop code designed
by engineers, when facing an issue of “the system”,
sectors are usually linked, interconnected, and at
the very least, inseparable (Meadows). In order
to build an action-oriented awareness towards
sustainability, it is vital that the public needs the
literacy of understanding the relationship between
these two long-separated issues, instead of breaking
them down and trying to “solve” each.In order
to build an action-oriented awareness towards
sustainability, it is vital that the public needs the
literacy of understanding the relationship between
these two long-separated issues, instead of breaking
them down and trying to “solve” each.

I 95 at downtown Providence
Credit: Getty Images
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Now I’d like to invite you to Google search images of “Climate Change”
and “Sustainability”, and compare between. What did you see? Climate
Change is about melting glaciers, wildfires, polar bears, while sustainability
is about green, planet, and a human hand. Image as a type of visual
representation of the subjective has a great impact that determines what we
see and how we associate multiple elements. The idea of conceptual metaphor,
as part of the theory of embodied cognition, argues that direct or imaginative
embodied conceptions shape our understanding (Gibbs and Lakoff). A proper
conceptual metaphor is needed when explaining abstract concepts like climate
change and sustainability. As both shown on Google search and other media,
external visual representatives for communicating climate change are primarily
stereotypic and abused, usually duplicating the environmental phenomena
such as rising sea-level and melting glaciers or suffering non-human beings
(O’Neil). According to a study on climate change in American’s Mind, 73%
of people accept that climate change is happening, while 29% are anxious
about it. The result indicates that most public audiences, even if they accept
that climate change is real, think of it as distant in time and space, and believe
that the impacts won’t befall them for a generation or more. In my early-stage
research interview, a result of associative group analysis (n=42) also shows
that participants tend to have vague, symbolized and abstract impressions on
climate change, with a mainly negative emotional response. Given the fact that
the general audience holds a distant and depressive conceptual metaphor of
climate change, meanwhile the conceptual metaphor of sustainability is pretty
much standing on the optimistic side of appreciation of the original nature and
community efforts - The I 95 Highway appears. It's my argument that the two
distant conceptual metaphors are no longer as effective as decades ago when
the public hadn't yet noticed climate change. Even worse they help to set the I
95 of mindset obstacles. In a coming era of sustainable transition, the need for
reframing these conceptual metaphors to be resilient especially in urban settings
has the potential to subtly contribute to fostering action-oriented awareness,
enhancing the interconnectedness of individuals and nature in crisis.

Associative group analysis (AGA) is an inferential approach to analyze people’s mental representations, focusing
on subjective meanings and images to assess similarities and differences across cultures and belief systems. AGA
assumes a close relationship between people’s subjective understandings and their behavior. The verbal associations
are determined largely by a decoding of meaning reaction. The words people use reflect their thinking or feeling,
despite the ability of concept visualization. Thinking, or more precisely the cognitive process, together with feeling,
guides most of the human behavior. By using AGA, we are able to understand how different groups organize and
integrate their perceptions and understandings of the world around them.
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Screenshot: Google image
searching

“It’s always hard to sustain the impact, as
empathy declines soon.”
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Interconnectedness:
Key Factor of Raising
Action-oriented
Awareness

Between what we know and how we act,
there is a gap (Collective et al.). As the climate
crisis poses inevitable impacts to communities
worldwide, it is time for the general public to
shift the conventional mindset towards a resilient
sustainable transition (Agbedahin). However,
living in an urban setting, public awareness of the
relationship with nature has become a paradox:
Seeking harmony coexistence with nature while
harming without awaring. An emerging area of
Biophilia in art and design practices is currently
on the rise as evidence has shown that adding
natural elements in urban areas is beneficial for
wellbeing and expedite healing (“14 Patterns of
Biophilic Design”). On the other hand, urban
behavioral patterns and systems supporting such
lifestyles contribute to a large carbon footprint.
Immoderately consuming goods and energy,
meanwhile producing enormous amounts of nondecomposable waste, both of them are irreversibly
harming the planet - we know it, we still act the
same. It is the primal intention of my research to
inquire why and how the relationship between
humans and nature impacts our understanding of
the existing environmental crisis, and which sector
plays a vital one.
A slow decline of dependency and
connectedness being replaced by ownership
and separation has been observed through a
longitudinal study of relational models in different
eras from animism to capitalism. Prior research
further argues the concept of care rooted in
the mindset of interconnectedness (Hakio and

Mattelmäki), that is, awaring of an individual’s
intimacy and dependency with the more extensive
natural system and elements within that system
can foster a sense of responsibility and readiness for
taking actions on sustainable behavioral change.
In contrast, losing the sense of interconnectedness
with nature elements can result in a lack of
respectfulness and wellbeing, moreover a negative,
non-responsible and non-actionable impression
on the environmental crisis. This further creates
a mindset obstacle to transitioning to sustainable
behaviors and lifestyles. As current research on
sustainable transition focuses on technology
development and policy management, the need for
building a healthier mindset should be investigated
simultaneously, which enables and empowers
general individuals to contribute to achieving the
Sustainable Development Goals (“THE 17 GOALS
| Sustainable Development”) collectively.In order
to build an action-oriented awareness towards
sustainability, it is vital that the public needs the
literacy of understanding the relationship between
these two long-separated issues, instead of breaking
them down and trying to “solve” each.

Interconnectedness: Key Factor of Raising Action-oriented Awareness

Why should I care?
Why bother?
Why does it matter?
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Ubiquity and
Terroir: Beyond
“Think Globally, Act
Locally”

The term ‘terroir’ is a French term used to
indicate the environmental factors that affect a
crop's phenotype, including unique environment
contexts, farming practices and a crop's specific
growth habitat. Specifically, it’s widely used to
describe how a particular region's climate, soils,
and aspects affect the taste of wine.
Talking about climate change and the need
for sustainable transition, ‘global vision’ is vital
as it enhances the collective effort for building a
better future for the entire planet. Emphasizing
a global vision strongly requires a sense of
interconnectedness, awaring that there’s no solitary
environmental crisis. However global vision can
repulse individual initiatives as it requires the ability
to digest and embrace the complexity: Have you
fully courageously prepared to face this ubiquity?
Given the fact that the scale of global warming
in cognition is as wast and obscure as Cthulhu,
along with feedback from previous communication
attempts either using visual materials, designed
artifacts, or verbal interview, audiences tended
to respond more actively to figurative, close-tolife imagery, object and event that are related to
self-experience on time and space - The recent
hurricane that hit the neighborhood town, higher
summer temperature in local Providence, 2020,
plastic garbage collected from a wild beach on East
Side Bike Path, etc.

Ubiquity and Terroir: Beyond “Think Globally, Act Locally”

“Your thesis should be named a SAVE
THE PLANET project.”

Compared to the global vision, local sustainable
actions undoubtedly rely on the circumstances:
economically, economically, socially and culturally.
Both thinking of global climate change and acting
sustainably are effectively addressed with context
- As discussed already in the previous phrase,
knowing, feeling and acting needs to be carefully
bridged in a sustained and consistent construction.
Between global vision and sustainable action, an
action-oriented awareness helps ease the bridging
process.
Beyond “Think Globally, Act Locally” (Geddes),
the slogan which has been an integral part of
existing climate action and been echoed around the
world millions of times in recent years, it’s time to
consider how art and design could be incorporated
to ease the complicated problem. Looking at
existing practices for raising awareness in art and
design areas, beyond requiring physical attendance
in a natural environment, or introducing digital
twins through emerging AR / VR technology, what
might be the accessible and tangible alternatives
that help rebuild interconnectedness?
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To Build the
Overpass Bridge

Design as Narrative
Utilizing systematic design to map a proper
narrative that reconstructs an incident-based
issue with multidisciplinary perspectives. Socialeconomy-related environmental problems
are always complex and have deeply rooted
connections with the specific local context, which
is, in contrast to obscure, grand narratives like
climate change and sustainability, concrete and
recognizable. Meanwhile, such contextualized

Design as Catalyst
The nature of materiality in art and design
practices has its advantage in triggering emotional
responses and shaping mindset. Embodied artful
‘design-doing’ has been proposed as a promising
alternative compared to the conventional problemsolving process in sustainable inter-practicing
(Küpers). The organic material derived from flora
and fauna relevant within the context provides
an emotional trigger with the regional ecological
issue, enhancing the interconnectedness with local
communities. Methods used in this phase include:
Material experimentation and artistic making (both
digital fabrication and traditional crafting). The
deliverable of this section will be an artful exhibit
production.
Design as Engagement
By conducting co-creation workshops,
interviewing stakeholders and other various
engagement activities around the contextualized
regional ecological issue, information on the need
for sustainable transition can be carefully collected
throughout the former 2 sections. Design in this
phase as engagement focuses on offering a tangible
auxiliary aid that is either a physical product or a
service, empowering the audience to feel able and
effective through embodied interaction with the
designed aids. Methods used in this section include:
co-creation workshop, interviewing, prototyping
and follow-up discussions.

To Build the Overpass Bridge: A Multilayered Integrated Design Approach

The I 95 cannot be demolished in just one
day. It needs to be managed adaptively along with
the replanning of the urban areas. A well-designed
overpass bridge can be helpful, in the present
moment of transition, facing the challenges from
climate change, towards a better, sustainable future.
Based on Self-Determination Theory
(Ryan and Deci), which provides a mature and
empirically validated approach to examining
factors that promote sustained motivation and
wellbeing, I propose three perspectives of the
design strategy: triggering, communicating and
embodied practicing. Through my master thesis,
I have been developing an integrated model
built around a contextualized regional ecological
issue, which has considerable potential to reverse
negative, disempowered public impression on the
environmental crisis, thus generating a sustained,
action-oriented readiness towards mindful
sustainability. This model consists of three layers
of design intervention: 1). Design as a narrative
that rationally records and communicates the
contextualized issue; 2). Design as a catalyst that
emotionally provokes a dialogue around the local
context; 3). Design as engagement, that plays
as a follow-up tool-aided actionable activity,
enabling the audience to deepen the awareness
establishment.

narrative has a representative role in the global
vision, as previous scaffolding knowledge has been
universally adopted. It also aligns with, meanwhile
transcend the phrase “Think globally, act locally”,
contributing to the rational communication within
local communities and supporting the conceptual
metaphor reestablishment. Methods used in
this phase include: Desk research (literature and
archives), interviewing stakeholders ( local citizens,
scientists, practitioners), field study and observing
activities, follow-up interviews and informal
discussions. Data collected from this section will be
translated into a chorography system mapping.

Practice
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Visual Mapping: RI Squid
Processing Network

Transcend Paradigm:
What if, for instance,
a squid?

Transcend Paradigm
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Atmospheric CO2 concentrations have
increased from 280 parts per million (ppm) before
the industrial revolution to more than 400 ppm
today. Scientists project atmospheric CO2 - and
by extension CO2 in the oceans - may exceed 900
ppm by the end of this century unless current
CO2 emissions are curtailed. Squid, however,
being identified in recent scientific publications
in 2019, performs a high capacity to adapt to
environmental changes due to their short lifespans,
fast growth rates, large populations, anwd high
rate of population increase (Spady et al.). That is
to say - Squid will survive and may even flourish
under even the worst-case of the ocean acidification
scenarios.
Squid has ecological, economical and cultural
significance in RI, the “Calamari Comeback”
state in the US, while the local RI squid network
is facing complicated challenges on viability,
accessibility, and sustainability: Local citizens
rarely get access to unprocessed squid and don't
know how to cook local food source; Traditional
squid processing system is unsustainable,
creating unnecessary carbon footprint through
global transportation and high-concentrated
fishwaste disposal (Drummond); Local processed,
industrialized packaged squid product, the tubes,
and tentacles, consists a high cost on labor, adding
surplus value up to three times higher than its
original price, making this local seafood less
accessible to the larger consumers. COVID-19 also
adds pressure to the local squid fishery economy as
much fewer restaurants under covid ask for supplies
(Kostrzewa).

Why not think of squid when we talk about
climate change and sustainability in Rhode Island?

Aerial view: Nearshore
Narragansett Bay
tool: DJI Marvic Air 2
Aerial view: Galilee, Point Judith
tool: DJI Marvic Air 2

Title
all
titles
dsbcuidfgsdkbfhsdgfiys
semibold 8/10pt
Title dhfuwfbsdviwhfpeifwbfs
Title sfkbwuifwvowbfbdwbfcjds
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Seafood counter at Eastside
Marketplace, Providence, RI

Think about this: You live in Providence, Rhode Island, the Ocean State
of America, the Calamari Comeback State originally known for its deepfried squid - tossed in butter, garlic, and hot peppers, typically served with
lemon wedges and sometimes with marinara sauce. You come to the local fish
market near downtown Providence, buy a pack of whole loligo squid every
two weeks from Stuart, the fishmonger who provides fresh-caught seafood
from Narragansett Bay, the generous giver of mother nature. You come home,
frequently gut the squid, open the latest updated recipe, cook a new dish you
never tried before and post a photo of it on your social media. You celebrate
the summer of 2030, the glorious creature on your plate, and be cheerful of
yourself: You are acting sustainably, helping draw down climate change.
The vision contains the sustainable daily behavioral pattern, mental
wellbeing, the availability of local business, and overall, a world-building
that stages in the near future, lo-tech, mindfully-satisfying, easy-to-imagine,
comfortable-to-live-with. Given the accessibility to local development with
designed aids, Urban citizens are invited to join this positive alternative,
instead of being forced to see the slogan “THERE IS NO PLANET B” and
“WE MUST ACT NOW”.

My following practice-based thesis project acts
as a first case study to demonstrate art and design
intervention for fostering sustained and actionoriented awareness towards sustainable transition.
I chose a Rhode Island squid fishery focal context,
considering geographical accessibility.
The multi-perspective approach, in this
project, is presented by:
- Communicating a situation of the local squid
network through visual mapping;
- Designing a kitchen utensil along with a creative
cookbook for the audience to engage in at-home
cooking and dining experience with squid.
- Crafting a garment using ‘invisible’ fish waste
from squid - skin, ink and quill;
By promoting a new consumption behavior
this case project aims at:
- Reshaping the conceptual metaphor of climate
change and sustainability from the existing visual
representation stereotype to a new tangible, up
close alternative;
- Connecting local stakeholders: scientific research
institutes, non-profit organizations, fishery
communities, processing businesses, chefs, retailers
and customers.
The squid is not the only adequate example, as
researching on contexts among the US indicates
strong proof that the design-driven approach can
be adaptive: Lobsters in Maine (Trotter), Salmon
in Washington (Chasco et al.), and more. The
interdisciplinary research phase with local scientific
communities is of vital importance.
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GLADIUS: A Tool for
Embodied Practice

GLADIUS

“Emphasis on interconnectedness seems
a bit weird when you are an active
participant in the process of killing and
eating it…”
34

I have been having short conversations with
local communities in many daily scenarios I
encounter, by simply starting with the question of
“Do you come from Rhode Island - How do you
like Rhode Island Calamari?” Many of them shared
their own experiences with the context of local
seafood, changes in consumption behavior, urban
planning, giving me a deeper understanding of the
local historical transition and their perspectives on
future change. An Uber driver, Sean, who is a thirdgeneration of Italian immigrant family, was born
and raised in Providence. He was excited when I
asked about Calamari. “I LOVE IT, I used to cook
squid pretty often. I believe it’s us, the immigrant
community, that brought this food culture to the
US and it’s been thriving since the early 1970s.
I’m proud of this dish.” Dramatically when I asked
him: “Have you found any difficulties in accessing
fresh squid?” Sean instantly replied, “No of course
not.” Then I asked, “Wow tell me where” and
he stopped, and kept silent for ten seconds, and
said, “Well… you’re right. Truly there’s none in
Providence. There were several fish markets around
the downtown area, but now they’re all gone.”

Joseph McNamara of Rhode
Island declared Rhode Island
the “Calamari Comeback State”
during the state roll call vote at the
Democratic National Convention
on Tuesday, August 18, 2020.
Credit: Herb Scribner

Among all individual actions that can help
reverse global warming, I found changing eating
patterns the most valuable and suitable. According
to Drawdown(Hawken), reducing food waste and
sustainable diet rank the third and fourth among
over eighty solutions (ranked by the estimated
total atmospheric carbon dioxide reduction
by 2050). What makes eating an outstanding
application field is that eating is a must in human
routine. Moreover, it’s a personal initiative >
policy management area thanks to its enormous
diversity. Few sustainable actions of this magnitude
lie in the hands of individuals or are as close as
the dining plate. Investigating dining and local
seafood business gave me a shocking understanding
of how intricately the whole system runs, and
how every part of the system is contributing
separately or together to the negative impact of
local sustainable development. However, in urban
settings, food industrialization and consumerism
culture segregate urban life apart from the original
nature people feed on, turning it into packaged,
abiotic goods. In the context of Rhode Island,
Calamari in restaurants is popular while the local
community rarely cooked squid in the kitchen.
Even when purchasing fresh squid, it is separated
into tubes and tentacles with only the edible flesh
tissue. People have an existing association of disgust
when presented with squid, as well as the raw food
and butchering process, thanks to industrialization,
capitalism, and consumer culture. Separating such
process away from the holistic experience of food is
an obvious and strong disconnection.
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Previous research suggests tangible
experience and embodied practice synthesize
readiness, willingness, and the awareness of
interconnectedness as the audience are invited
as participants besides information recipients.
According to local practitioners, a possible
initiative is to invite more people to practice athome seafood cooking (“The 5 Anchors”). The
strategic promotion is also based on the scientific
research that squid could be an alternative animal
protein for coastal residents as it’s plentiful and
climate-resilient compared to other marine seafood
species. Through two months-long self-experience
with gutting squid and cooking, as the designer,
I have come up with solutions for effective, lesspainful home processing experience, and the
practice led me to the design of the kitchen utensil.
In a design exhibition context, the utensil, along
with the cookbook pamphlet and local supplier
contact information, plays a role as a souvenir
product, offering a follow-up engaging opportunity
for audiences to have embodied experience, thus
fostering a sustained action-oriented awareness.

36

above
User observation: Gutting squid
without hints
down
Creative squid cooking workshop
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Title dsbcuidfgsdkbfhsdgfiys
Title dhfuwfbsdviwhfpeifwbfs
Title sfkbwuifwvowbfbdwbfcjds

Hard to depict my mood change when I picked up
this squid, felt the stuffed, hard object underneath
the skin and muscle - "Uhhh there has to be
something". The aliened and uncomfortable feeling
came from my hand. Meanwhile I was also driven
by curiousity, carully cutting through the body and
saw a fish, maybe a sardine, inside the tube. From
my understanding I wasn't quite sure lolingo squid
could consume such fish in a whole as their beak
couldn't open that large. There was an accident
happened with both creatures. How and why did
a fish got into a squid's body? How did the squid
keep alive?

body text garamond 12/14pt
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Process: Holding form studies
material: polystyrene foam, paper
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Process: Functionality Testing
material: 3D-printed PLA, clay
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top left
Process: Digital modeling
tool: Rhino 6
middle left
Process: Digital rendering
tool: Keyshot
down left
Detail: Holding in hand
material: 3d-printed resin
above
Process: Product iteration
material: 3d-printed PLA, clay,
polystyrene foam, paper, 3d-printed
resin

1

2

3

4
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7

8

left
Detail: Usage scenario

GLADIUS operating procedures
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all titles semibold 8/10pt

Package design: GLADIUS
material: Museum board, ribbon
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Detail: Casting Manufacturing
material: bronze
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all titles semibold 8/10pt
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INVISIBLE SKIN:
Bond, Statement,
Identity

INVISIBLE SKIN
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Apparel crafts made from flora and fauna
are universal in different indigenous cultural
backgrounds worldwide, showing a wide range
of inclusive aesthetics - depending on the natural
materiality of endemic specialty, plus man-made
manufacturing. It is the lack of the modern global
transportation network that reserves materials
from local sources to local culture, where the
emotional bond to nature landscape has been deeprooted throughout centuries (Julian Watson, W-E
studio, TASCHEN (f )). “When the Narragansett
people searched the shores of the Bay looking for
quahogs, they were not looking for riches but for
food. Central to our belief system is that everything
in nature is sacred. We saw the quahog as giving
its life for us to be able to live. The best way to
honor that sacrifice was to use and treasure every
aspect of the clam.” I met Allen Hazard, a RI local
artist and wampum jewelry maker two years ago
during a symposium at RISD Fleet Library, when
he gave a talk about Narragansett tribal art and
craft. Wampum, a shell bead made of quahog and
clam, is highlighted in the eastern coastal area as
a traditional Native American craftsmanship. It
is used in multiple scenes, representing a formal
affirmation of cooperation, invitation or friendship.
In the oral tradition, it was described also as a
memory aid and ceremonial device in Indian
cultures, such as the Iroquois (“WAMPUM”).

Clothing is primary to embodied experience,
both metaphorically as “the second skin” and
pragmatically as “the body is always a clothed
body”. Beyond embodied intimacy, clothing
is also being claimed as “the surfacing of the
self ”(Handcock). It is a symbol of protection,
declaration and intersection, connecting humans
and the external environment - when I say external,
I mean the spatial area above and beyond the body
flesh. Dressing up, especially in a formal event,
is a visual statement - Who I am, Where I come
from, and what I stand for. A ‘squid’ garment, in
the context of Rhode Island squid fishery, states
the unique identity of endemic nature, as well as a
tangible manifesto to a local reformation towards
sustainability.

Sketch drawing: Invisible Skin
medium: watercolor, color ink on
bristol paper
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In the field of contemporary fashion design,
biomimicry never fades from aesthetic explorations.
Organic patterns and vibrant colors derived from
flora and fauna give textiles and apparel their
uniqueness and delicacy. In the context of loligo
squid, the beauty of the dotted pattern comes from
the pigment-containing cells underneath its surface
skin tissue called chromatophores. It is the skin
that brings neuro-scientists and material biologists
fanatic enthusiasm, it is also the skin that represents
an invisible seafood processing system behind food
industrialization. Even in Providence, a coastal
city with a rich local squid resource, consumers
who cook at home can hardly get access to “a
whole squid with skin”, only packaged “tube and
tentacles”.

54

above
Detail: Peeled-off wet squid skin
right
Detail: Cleaned frozen squid tube

In the industrialized seafood market, skins
are peeled off by high-pressure water or by hand,
either in Asia or local processing industries in
Johnstown, RI. Overseas processed squid products
are caught in the Rhode Island ocean, frozen,
sent to probably China, gutted and packed, and
sent back to sell. Local processes are considered
more sustainable, however, bring up a problem
of water eutrophication and contamination. Fish
waste-water treatment is the solution - you might
probably think. It is. Moreover, adding on the
labor cost in the US, it is also the answer to why a
“sustainable” squid product is much more expensive
than its original price.
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Turning the squid waste into delicacy - I was
able to connect with Fearless Fishmarket for my
squid source, a local seafood supplier that opened
in the southern downtown Providence area five
years ago. I set about making fabric materials for
the garment, from inedible parts that are taken off
during industrialized processing - skin, quill, and
ink sac. The dress is derived from whole organic
matter - fish waste from in total 52 squids. The
biopolymers - chitosan and squid ink powder,
are dried, scaped down from vessel and ground.
Mixing them with water and vegetable glycerin
and agar, the biofabrics are cooked, molded and
laser cut as the main structural support. 46 pieces
of squid skins are cut and arranged with color
gradience and assembled as the mosaic pattern,
inlaid within the black frames. The processes of test
and experiment with the accessible raw material,
along with the design of the dress from biomimetic
sketching to digital modeling and eventually
fabricating, leverage the audience’s understanding
of the existing visual communication, by providing
a platform for us to reimagine the relationship with
nature.

above
First round uncleaned squid
packed in plastic bag
right
Second round uncleaned squid
packed in hard plastic box
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left
Process: Peeling squid skin
right
Process: Drying squid skin on
acrylic board
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Detail: Color pattern on squid skin
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above
Process: Grinding squid quill into
powder
tool: Coffee grinder
top right
Detail: Squid quill
down right
Detail: Variation of biofabrics
made with different material
propottions
material: chitosan powder, agar
powder, glycerol, water
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left
Detail: Squid ink mixed in alcohol
above
Process: Grinding dried squid ink
sac into powder
tool: steel pestle, scraper
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top left
Process: Prepare squid biofabrics
in studio
top right
Detail: Biofabric in molding plate
right
Detail: Variation of biofabrics
made with different material
propottions
material: chitosan powder, squid ink
powder, agar powder, glycerol, water
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top left
Detail: Squid biofabrics on human
skin
right
Detail: Variation of biofabrics
made with different thickness
material: chitosan powder, squid ink
powder, agar powder, glycerol, water
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Detail: Black squid biofabrics

body text garamond 12/14pt
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above
Process: full-scale dress paper pattern
top right
Detail: Laser-cut squid biofabric
pattern
right
Process: Matching fabric pattern on
reference paper
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Process: Inlaying squid skin on
laser-cutted biofabric patterns
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top left
Process: Cutting squid biofabrics
pattern
tool: laser-cutting machine
top right
Process: Matching squid skin color on
biofabrics
right
Detail: Dress pattern on human skin
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Detail: Assembled dress patterns
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Two-dimensional layout: Invisible Skin
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left
Invisible Skin on mannequin
right
Detail: Invisible Skin
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Previous
Invisible Skin dressed on model
model: Edith Morgan Law

Afterword

Now looking at the loligo squids on the chopping board, on the apparel, and
of course, on the plate. They can be seen as an endemic representation of
Rhode Island - ecologically, economically and culturally, rather than simply
as Calamari, a seafood appetizer only sold in restaurants. From Jan 23, 2021,
up to last weekend, I've gutted 52 squids, peeled 46 pieces of skin, cooked 11
dishes and shared with 15 people. This photo was taken at the start of February
2021, when I documented the first collection of squid skin material. Looking
at this image, I saw it not only as a hand-processed fish waste with novel dotted
patterns, but a shoal of squids, swinging wings right below the surface of the
sea. The early afternoon sun sparkled on the water of inshore Narragansett
Bay, with the constant changing color chromatophores present on the squid's
translucent body. I feel the dynamic power of life coexisted in the same
geographical nature with me, and the emotional, sensitive bond subtly became
stronger while I was holding the whole remains of a squid. The interconnection
is strengthened between the individual human and the larger environment;
between the mundane routine of cooking and dining and the grand blueprint
of cooling down the earth.
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The whole two-year exploration journey has taken me to what I’m presenting
today, by meditation and collecting trash on the beach, visualizing data from
papers, talking to people, cooking and sharing, and having a design prompt
for the sustainable transition which is happening now and will soon be a norm
in the coming close future. We appreciate nature, partly because we believe
that urbanism separates urban citizens from the original nature, and nature
somehow becomes a precious legacy. But nature is simply here, on what we’re
consuming, wearing, going and living. In my project, specifically, I put my
eyes on the dining plate. It is rebuilding the ability to capture and sense the
interconnectedness relationship with endemic nature that my thesis wants to
interpret as a starting point for a new mental model for better adapting the
sustainable transition initiative. It is what I am always willing to design for.

Detail: Dried squid skin
documented in Feb, 2021
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How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single
moment before starting to improve the world.
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